Research on Influence of Piloti Ratio on Outdoor Thermal Environment in Residential Blocks in Subtropical Climate Areas
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Abstract. Urban Heat Island has become a popular issue in recent years due to various problems caused by environment degradations. Many researchers have done lots of efforts to optimize the outdoor environment, including simulation models, field measurement and case studies. There are few studies research on the comprehensive influence of piloti on outdoor environment. This work takes the residential blocks in Guangzhou, China, as an example, adopting coupled simulation method, which can provide high precision prediction result, researched on the influence of piloti ratio on outdoor thermal environment in subtropical climate areas, and the impact factors of outdoor thermal environment, including temperature, wind environment, mean radiant temperature were all simulated and discussed, aiming at provide systematic references for architects, urban planners, governments and people who do research work in this field.

Introduction

Urban Heat Island is now regarded as one of the most serious environmental problems, and temperature rises in major cities in the world is shown in Fig.1. In Tokyo, Japan, the increase of days in which daily minimum temperature at night-time exceeds 25 °C (tropical night) over the past few decades is very rapid (Fig.2). The numbers of high-summer days in Tokyo have increased from about 30 days per year in 1980 to about 45 days per year in 1998 (Fig.3).

Fig.1 Temperature rises in major cities around the world  
Fig.2 Number of days in which daily maximum temperature at night-time exceeds 25 °C (Tokyo)  
Fig.3 Number of days in which daily maximum temperature exceeds 30°C (Tokyo)

To reduce environmental degradation of Urban Heat Island, many researches regarding to outdoor environment are carried out, such as field measurement, simulation and wind tunnel test [1-6], but only a few work mentioned piloti’s influence in the outdoor thermal environment research field, however, piloti is commonly used in building design in tropical and subtropical climate zones to gain shadow areas and good ventilation (Fig.4), thus the influence of piloti on outdoor thermal environment should be understood by designers, government and citizens.

Xi et al. published field measurement results of various human built elements in Guangzhou [7-10], including piloti, but no systematic analysis by simulation was used in those research. The influence of
piloti on mean radiant temperature simulated by 3-D unsteady state heat balance radiation calculation method was published by Xi, Hong Jin et al. but no wind environment was mentioned [11,12]. Xi, Qiong Li et al. studied on the effects of semi-open space (100 percent ratio piloti) on the outdoor thermal environment of residential communities, by adopting coupled simulation method, but no different piloti ratio cases were compared [13]. Xi et al. published the comprehensive influence of piloti on outdoor wind environment in a subtropical climate city by coupled simulation method, but no other influence factors of outdoor thermal environment was mentioned [14]. This research takes residential blocks in Guangzhou, China, as an example, aiming at study on the comprehensive influence of piloti on the outdoor thermal environment, and a coupled simulation method, which offers high precision prediction result was adopted in this work.

**Simulation Method and Case Design**

**Simulation Method.** The unsteady state heat balance calculation method was adopted in this paper, which includes 3-dimensional radiation and 1-dimensional conduction calculations. Firstly, non-isothermal CFD analysis is carried out in analysis using data from local meteorological bureau (wind velocity and prevailing wind direction, and air temperature) and observed data (ground and surface temperature). And ground and building surface temperatures are calculated in step 2 based on unsteady state heat balance calculation including 3-dimensional radiation and 1-dimensional conduction calculations. Based on outcomes in above 2 steps, CFD analysis is carried out one more time and more accurate results will be obtained.

**Case Design and Boundary Conditions.** Based on the whole summer meteorological data from the TMY (typical meteorological year), 24-hour meteorological data are averaged per day to get mean daily data. Consequently, the whole summer mean data are obtained by averaging the cumulated mean daily data. Finally, analysis date is determined by choosing the day whose data are most close to the whole summer mean data (calculating standard deviations by mean daily data and the whole summer mean data). Therefore, 14th July in Guangzhou is selected as a typical day of summer. Analysis time is selected based on at the time when maximum temperature occurred during analysis date, so 15:00 is selected in this study.

To avoid the lateral influence, the standard area was chosen in the center of simulated cases (Fig.5), and each building unit is 15m high, 15m long and the standard area is set into 2 parts to evaluate the outdoor thermal environment, the piloti area and non-piloti area. The piloti ratio of each case is set to be 0, 40, 60, 80 and 100 percent.

**Results and Analysis**

**Air temperature.** The average air temperature under piloti and non-piloti space is shown in Fig. 6 and 7. Both of air temperature under piloti and non-piloti area has some fluctuations, and no big temperature difference exists between piloti and non-piloti area (average 0.6 °C).
Wind velocity. The average wind velocity under piloti and non-piloti space is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. It shows that, the lowest wind velocity of non-piloti area is about 1.2 m/s, which is much higher than that of piloti area (0.2 m/s, 40 percent piloti ratio), and this should be due to the wind channel influence between building units. At the point of 60 percent piloti ratio, the slope of non-piloti area changed, which means the wind velocity of non-piloti area begins to increase faster. For the piloti area, the slope becomes gentle after 80 percent piloti ratio, indicating a lower increase speed.

Mean radiant temperature. The mean radiant temperature under piloti and non-piloti space is plotted in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The MRT of non-piloti area decreases with increase of piloti ratio, which should be due to less radiation reflections received from surrounding walls, and when piloti ratio changes from 80 percent to 100 percent, the MRT of non-piloti area decreases faster. The MRT of piloti area increases along with the increases of piloti ratio, and this is because that, the area under piloti received more short-wave and long-wave radiations from sun and surrounding environment. When piloti ratio changes from 80 percent to 100 percent, the MRT under piloti area increases very fast, which is because the obstacle of side walls disappeared.
Conclusions

By coupled simulation method, this work researched on the influence of piloti on outdoor residential communities in subtropical climate zones. The result shows that both of air temperature under piloti and non-piloti area fluctuated with piloti ratio changed, and a tiny air temperature difference was observed between these 2 areas.

The wind velocity was highly influenced by piloti, and the average wind velocity of non-piloti area changed from 1.2m/s to 1.8m/s, accompanying with the wind velocity change from 0.2m/s to 1.4m/s of piloti areas. The average wind velocity inflection point of non-piloti area and piloti area is 60 percent and 80 percent piloti ratio, independently.

The MRT of non-piloti area decreases with increase of piloti ratio, and The MRT of piloti area increases along with the increases of piloti ratio. At the point of 80 percent, both of decreasing and increasing trend changed, showing a shaper slope in figures.

This result of this work is hoped to offer possible references for architects, urban planners, governments and researchers who may study on building environment, human thermal comfort and green and sustainable buildings.
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